ShoreStation’s FlexPower® Hydraulic boat lifts lead the marine industry with state-of-the-art, above water DC hydraulic systems. Our hydraulic lifts are so simple and swift that you’ll use your boat more.
Take a tour of our lift advantages!

1. **Speed is more than convenience** - Landing a boat in wind and waves can be hazardous. The speed of ShoreStation’s Hydraulic lift reduces the time maintaining your boat’s position while waiting for the lift to secure the boat out of harm’s way.

2. **Built-in safeguards** - Designed to safeguard against critical failure. The system pulls cables instead of winding them eliminating cable fatigue issues. In addition, it’s designed to stall before lifting potentially damaging loads.

3. **Simple, reliable operation** - With the ease of a single push of a button you can unleash a powerful burst of battery power that is continuously charged with solar power.

4. **Industry best 15-year cable warranty** - All ShoreStation® FlexPower® Hydraulic lifts are backed by the best warranty on the market. Our unique design significantly reduces cable stress and keeps your lift working properly for years to come. Compare our warranty to others!

5. **Above water design** - All hydraulic and mechanical components are above the waterline when lifted. To protect against the elements, the cylinders are engineered to retract, rather than extend, when the platform is raised. This minimizes the exposure of critical components to the harsh marine environment.

6. **The brawn of DC battery power** - DC power is chosen for its safety and superior performance in marine environments. The battery delivers maximum and constant power to the motor for fast lift times, eliminating low AC voltage issues. Add a solar panel and eliminate the need for costly, high maintenance AC circuits.

7. **Keeping it Green** - Charge your lift with clean, free solar power. FlexPower Hydraulic systems are also pre-filled with biodegradable fluid that is non-toxic to marine life.*

8. **Accessorize** - ShoreStation® offers a variety of accessories to make launching and landing simple no matter what type of boat you’re floating. Accessories include bow and motor stops, spring-loaded centering devices, ShoreScreen, and specialized tritoon support/load guide combinations.

*The JAX Marine hydraulic fluid used in ShoreStation FlexPower Hydraulic systems passes the U.S. Coast Guard Static Sheen Test requirements. Additionally, JAX Marine-Guard hydraulic oils are non-toxic to aquatic/marine life, as determined by U.S. EPA testing.